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Introduction

Quality Control – QC
Need for QC

Implementation in the WFCAM/VISTA Science Archive 
(WSA/VSA)

Accessing the data
Describe user-interface (UI)

WSA/VSA website and query forms

Access via AstroGrid



 

Need for QC

Identify issues with pipeline or ingest

Handle re-processed data

Minimise contamination

Ensure data are good enough for 
science goals

Survey uniformity  



 

Quality control

Deprecation model implemented for WSA/VSA 
Bad multiframes/detectors identified and assigned a deprecation 
code (flagged). 
Re-processed frames, old version deprecated during curation
SQL scripts run by WFAU, done for each release cycle

Semi-automatic; identify problems with metadata and pipeline
More manual investigation of science criteria: eg seeing, ellipticity, 
sky-level, zero-point and their impact on depth
For open-time projects basic QC scripts are run automatically

Eyeball by UKIDSS/VISTA PIs
Flagged multiframes (deprecated > 0) are kept in archive but not 
present in released databases.
 If needed deprecations can be rolled back
Feedback to CASU/UKIDSS/UKIRT/VISTA



 

List of deprecation codes



 

List of deprecation codes (cont)



 

WSA QC

WSA deprecation stats on 202,092 stack frames, 
808,305 detectors

         frames  detector

un-deprecated stacks, code = 0: 76% 75%

deprecated stacks, code < 128:   6%   7%

deprecated stacks, code >= 128 (reprocessed): 18% 18%



 

WSA distribution of deprecation codes
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  6: incorrect complement of frames
10: seeing
27: summit rejected MSB
63: sky-subtraction problem

11: zero-point
13: depth
80: repeats within semester
81: repeats cross semester



 

Eyeball examples



 

QC plots (zero-point vs depth & sky-level vs depth)



 

Catalogues

Objects flagged in detection tables: ppErrBits, eg
Deblended

Bad pixel(s) in default aperture

Close to saturated 

Possible crosstalk artefact/contamination 

Lies within a dither offset of the stacked frame boundary



 

User-interface: 
http://surveys.roe.ac.uk/wsa & http://surveys.roe.ac.uk/vsa

Web-site provides 
documentation

ESO-UKIDSS/VISTA 
consortia have logins

Web based forms query 
released SQL databases

Databases also accessible 
through AstroGrid/VO

Logged in users can access 
proprietary databases

Catalogue and pixel data 
accessible



 

Website documentation

Includes:

Data overview

Monitor pages (status of ingest)

Schema browser (detailed description of database 
contents)

SQL cookbook

Q & A

Release history

Known issues 



 

Access rights

For WSA, released DBs are proprietary for 18 months

Users login to a community

Communities maintained by community contacts at 
each institute

User’s login session used to present list of accessible 
DBs

Similar for VSA but surveys are separated.



 

Pixel data

Archive listing: given inputs, 
lists matching ingested 
frames and returns meta-
data and links to jpegs and 
FITS files (accesses 
released databases and daily 
synced version of load 
server). QC eyeballing.

Image cut-outs: GetImage & 
MultiGetImage, FITS/jpegs

Colour images

AstroGrid SIAP



 

Archive listing



 

Image cut-outs
Single position: GetImage List of positions: MultiGetImage



 

Colour image

Specify position, size & 
resolution and filters for RGB

Uses SWarp to mosaic 
detectors

Returns jpeg and Google 
KML file



 

Catalogue data

Cone search of main science 
tables

Menu driven SQL query 
builder

Freeform SQL query

CrossID of list of objects

Cone searches and 
ADQL/SQL queries in 
AstroGrid



 

SQL queries

Powerful and flexible

Table views simplify some queries

Queries can be joined with other 
major datasets (SDSS, 2MASS)

Results in FITS / ASCII / VOTable 



 

Results in TOPCAT



 

AstroGrid/VO

Released DBs accessible via 
AstroGrid

Catalogue and pixel data 
available.

Cone search & ADQL

Users able to script 
access/queries via eg Python
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